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PREFACE
Among the important public policy issues facing our nation
is the development of a safe, effective system of radioactive
waste disposal. The important questions of federalism, economic
feasibility, public health, and environmental protection raised
by this issue necessarily implicate the regulatory, legislative, and
judicial processes. Thus, the establishment of an acceptable nu-
clear waste management program becomes, in large part, a legal
problem. As Governor Richard Riley of South Carolina notes in
the Foreword to this Symposium, the challenge is to establish a
framework of decisionmaking-worthy of public confi-
dence-that will insure the safe management of radioactive
wastes. Before an overall decisionmaking framework can emerge,
however, the various issues to be decided must be accurately de-
fined. That is the aim of this Symposium.
The first article, by United States Senator Gary W. Hart
(D-Col.) and Keith R. Glaser, considers proposals in the Ninety-
Sixth Congress to establish a national nuclear waste manage-
ment program. After first describing the nature of radioactive
wastes, Senator Hart and Mr. Glaser review the history of the
national efforts to regulate those wastes. They then discuss the
relative jurisdiction of the various federal agencies concurrently
charged with regulation of nuclear waste management, the roles
of local, state, and national governmental agencies in the siting
of radioactive waste depositories, and the potential technological
strategies for disposal of the various types of nuclear waste.
In the second article, Emilio Jaksetic reviews the statutory
and constitutional bases for federal authority to regulate nuclear
waste, sets forth general principles of the doctrine of federal pre-
emption, surveys existing attempts by states to regulate radioac-
tive wastes, and considers which state regulatory schemes are
least likely to be preempted by federal law. The author persua-
sively argues that existing federal law concerning nuclear waste
management does not wholly preempt state regulation.
The final three articles summarize position statements of
three participants in a Nuclear Regulatory Commission rule-
making proceeding. This "Waste Confidence Rulemaking" was
initiated in 1979 by the NRC to review that agency's "degree of
confidence in what will be the disposition of spent nuclear fuel
stored at the sites of operating commercial power reactors, and
... how questions about such disposition should be addressed
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in individual licensing proceedings." 1 The first of these articles,
by Omer F. Brown and Warren E. Bergholz, summarizes the
United States Department of Energy position statement. After
reviewing the background and scope of the proceeding itself,
Brown and Bergholz argue for confidence "in the ability to dis-
pose of high-level nuclear waste in a safe and environmentally
acceptable manner."'2 The second of these three articles summa-
rizes the position statement filed by the Utility Nuclear Waste
Management Group-Edison Electric Institute, joint partici-
pants in the Waste Confidence Proceeding. Maurice Axelrad and
Michael A. Bauser author this article, which presents the posi-
tion of those utilities involved in the generation of electricity
with nuclear power. The third article, written by Karin P. Shel-
don, summarizes the position statement of the National Re-
sources Defense Council. Sheldon's article argues for a lack of
confidence in the ability of the nuclear industry and the federal
government to dispose of spent nuclear fuel in a safe and timely
manner.
The considerable debate already engendered by the nuclear
waste question is likely to continue until a program, which com-
mands public confidence in nuclear waste management, is devel-
oped. Undoubtedly, numerous legal issues will continue to be
raised and it is our hope that this Symposium will contribute to
understanding and resolving these issues.
1. Brown & Bergholz, Nuclear Waste-The Case for Confidence in Disposal, 32
S.C.L. REv. 851, 851 (1981).
2. Id. at 852.
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